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INNOVATE >

Expand your experience and
simplify complex workflows.

App2Me® Capture & Distribution Solution
EASY >

FLEXIBLE >

CUSTOMIZED >

PORTABLE >

INNOVATE >

Personalized, portable workflows

Outstanding Simplicity

Every day, people use document-driven workflows to create content,
collaborate with peers and conduct business. These workflows are
often generic and limited to a single multifunction product (MFP).
The App2Me® solution removes these barriers to productivity, enabling
users to download innovative, customized workflows to any client and
execute them anywhere. Just log in to an App2Me-enabled MFP to
access personalized widgets and initiate a wide variety of workflows
automatically.

App2Me simplifies complex workflows. Widgets can combine,
distribute, edit and create documents, as well as perform many
other tasks automatically.
• Develop completely new workflows that combine MFP capabilities,
other software packages and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
applications.
• Streamline daily activities. Use App2Me widgets for your most frequently
performed workflows to complete jobs faster with fewer steps.
• Eliminate redundant effort. With App2Me, there is no need to
repeatedly install print drivers, connect to MFPs, set up Scan-toFolder directories or other IT Administrative set-up.
• Reduce the risk of error. Every widget is assigned a specific workflow,
so you can be confident it will be execute correctly every time.

Revolutionary Portability
Download widgets to any client (PC desktop, PC laptop or smartphone)
and use them on any Brand MFP enabled with the App2Me solution.
• Expand your experience. No matter where you go, your experience
at each App2Me MFP remains completely personalized for maximum
convenience.
• Utilize the entire fleet. App2Me automatically discovers all MFPs on
the network that are App2Me-enabled, so you can choose the most
convenient MFP to utilize your workflow.
• Eliminate worries about whether a job was delivered to the wrong
MFP, or to an MFP that is out of paper or offline. Perform any task at
any MFP.
• Enable mobile workers to execute a full spectrum of workflows,
including printing and scanning, without installing print drivers or
asking IT for help.

Download widgets from App2Me.com
to any client, including desktop and
laptop PCs. App2Me widgets are also
available for iPhone and Blackberry
devices.

Unlimited Integration Opportunities
App2Me improves efficiency through widgets that control a virtually
endless array of workflows.
• Maximize productivity at the MFP. Use MFP Widgets to control printing
and scanning, enforce environmentally friendly settings (such as
duplex output), monitor systems or events, or execute tasks directly
from a PC or smartphone.
• Do more with the software you already use today. Software
Widgets utilize tools for print preparation, document distribution
and other software applications that reside on your desktop or
laptop PC.
• Take the Web to work with Internet Service Widgets that incorporate
customer relationship management, document archiving, file delivery
and other Web services that are crucial to your job.
• Importing documents or printing from network business applications
can be very difficult. Enterprise Application Widgets can tie into these
applications, making users more productive.
• Depend on Savin and our third-party developer partners to create
widgets for almost any need.
• Create specialized widgets for virtually any need, in any framework
across multiple platforms that App2Me supports, such as Google
Desktop™ and more.

www.savin.com
Bringing Savin Value to Your Organization
Savin technology offers a diverse portfolio of solutions to help your organization stay competitive and move ahead.
Let Savin show you how to empower your business to improve critical processes, keep information secure, ensure
compliance and promote environmental sustainability while reducing the total cost of ownership.

When you log in at an
App2Me-enabled MFP, you
gain access to a personalized
set of widgets that can
perform an extraordinary
variety of workflows
automatically.

SPECIFICATIONS
Computer and Mobile Device Requirements
PC:
OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista
Widget Managers: Google Desktop version 5.9.0911.03589-en-GB-pb or later
Hardware requirements: Latest specifications can be found on App2Me.com.
Smartphone:
Latest specifications can be found on App2Me.com.
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